Qualcomm Frankfurt - Currently Recruiting Test Engineering Interns 2011

The positions will be based within Qualcomm CDMA Technologies (QCT) - the world's largest provider of wireless chipset technology.

Our team is executing tests in mobile networks across Europe. Most tests are very simple from executing point of view but can be very challenging and demanding when investigating problems - the goal during your internship should be that you become familiar with our integrated solutions and the associated protocol stacks (Network Layers 1 to 3 in GSM, UMTS and LTE) and you learn to analyse/debug problems that you face on your own.

To qualify for this position you should be studying either a Bachelors or Masters in Electrical Engineering or Computer Science with a major in Communication. You should be in the middle or towards the end of your studies looking for an Internship. The placement is for 6 mths starting from March 2011 or later based in Frankfurt / Germany.

To see more details regarding Qualcomm Careers, this opportunity and a full list of vacancies please visit – [www.qualcomm.com/careers](http://www.qualcomm.com/careers)